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Monday
LO: I like to join in with family 
customs and routines.
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What will we be celebrating soon?

Christmas? Easter?

Birthdays?
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How do you celebrate Easter at your 
house?

At Miss Richards' house we...

Give and recieve 
Easter Eggs.

Read Easter books.

Wear Bunny ears.

Make Easter Crafts

Play games.
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What do you do at your house?
Home learners:
Miss Richards asked all your grown ups on 
Evidence me to share some pictures of you 
celebrating Easter. Could you have a look at these 
together (if you have any) and discuss your 
Easter celebrations. If you do not celebrate Easter 
could you discuss something you do celebrate?

I will share your pictures and your friends when 
we are all back in school.

Please share any of videos or pictures on 
Evidence me- we love to see them!
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Wednesday
LO: I can listen with increasing 
attention and recall 

I can begin to understand why and 
how questions.
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tl52624savingeasterebook.exe

Let's read a story about the Easter 
Bunny...
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Who delivers the Easter eggs?

Why was it a disaster that the chicken's had gone on 
holiday?

Why did the Easter bunny think there wouldn't be 
Easter this year?

Which animals came to help?

How did the geese help save Easter?

How do you think the Easter Bunny felt when the 
animals saved Easter? Why?
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Which weather is Seren ready for?
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Which weather is Seren ready for?
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Which weather is Seren ready for?

























 





umbrella





shorts





flip-flops











Choose the right item for the weather.













 











cardigan





snow boots





swimsuit







Choose the right item for the weather.











 









ear muffs





woolly hat





sun hat







Choose the right item for the weather.











 









sunglasses





baseball cap





yellow jacket







Choose the right item for the weather.
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scarf





sunglasses







Choose the right item for the weather.
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shorts





earmuffs





Choose the right item for the weather.
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